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The determination of enantiomeric purity is crucial in 
new drug development. The number of diverse chiral 
compounds is increasing and sensitive chiral meth-
ods are often needed quickly. With many new CSPs 
on the market, it is challenging to select the most 
important ones for the initial screening stages and 
to expedite method development. The focus of this 
study is to evaluate high selectivity Regis CSPs and 
to suggest the best screening method with a limited 
number of high success rate chiral columns.

Five-hundred and nineteen test compounds were screened on a 
number of different CSPs. These are client-submitted samples 

for Regis’ free chiral screening service. The test library consists of 
active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), potential drug candi-
dates, proprietary research compounds, or simple commercially 
available compounds.

While we decided to summarize results for all the samples 
screened, a number of these compounds are unique and there is 
no guarantee that they are truly chiral. It has been proven on nu-
merous occasions that some of the samples submitted are achiral 
and cannot be separated on chiral columns. 

The focus was on three of the most versatile columns on the 
market. They consist of the Whelk-O®1, RegisPack®, and Regis-
Cell® CSPs. These three phases show a high success rate and broad 
versatility. In addition, these three CSPs are complementary in 
selectivity, as demonstrated by the number of unique hits for each 
CSP. All the columns were standard dimensions, 25 cm × 4.6 
mm i.d. packed with a 5 micron particle size. Each compound 
was screened individually and a number of different mobile phas-
es were applied during the screening process to achieve optimal 
separation.

Table I: Screening summary results of 519 test compounds

CSP # of Hits %

RegisPack® 238 46%

Whelk-O®1 174 34%

RegisCell® 54 10%

All Other CSPs 19 4%

# Not separated 140 —

# of hits on multiple CSPs
 Whelk-O®1 and RegisPack® – 63 
 Whelk-O®1 and RegisCell® – 9

 RegisPack® and RegisCell® – 12
 Whelk-O®1, RegisPack®, and RegisCell® – 13

# of unique hits
 Whelk-O®1 – 89
 RegisPack® – 150
 RegisCell® – 20

Conclusion
Out of a total of 519 compounds screened, 379 compounds were 
separated on numerous CSPs. Out of the 379 compounds sepa-
rated, 360 compounds were separated on either the Whelk-O®1, 
RegisPack®, or RegisCell® CSPs for a hit ratio of 95%. Some com-
pounds were separated on more than one column (See Figure 1). 
These three CSPs account for a 70% success rate out of the total 
of 519 compounds screened.

With the Whelk-O®1, RegisPack®, and RegisCell® columns 
installed on a screening station, the chromatographer can expect 
greater than a 70% success rate in the screening process.

NOTE
If we were guaranteed that all of the compounds were truly racemic, the success 
rate would most likely be higher.
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Figure 1: Graphic illustration of the screening success rate and 
the summary of results. 


